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We report effects of graphite vacancy and hydrogen isotopes in chemical sputtering due to hydrogen
atoms onto graphite surfaces by use of molecular dynamics simulation. A modified Brenner reactive
empirical bond order potential, which was benchmarked using ab initio CCSD(T) and hybrid DFT potential
energy curves, was used to compute energies and gradients during the MD simulations. Interlayer inter-
molecular interaction between layers of graphite was represented by original potential model. By the
injection of hydrogen atoms, a graphite of perfect crystal was peeled off one by one from a surface clearly,
while a graphite including vacancies was amorphized simultaneously. The graphite including monova-
cancies was amorphized more strongly than graphite including divacancies. Flux of carbon atoms
detached from the surface by hydrogen atom bombardment increases linearly as incident energy
increases. The effects of isotope is that the time at which the hydrogen atom bombardment start produc-
ing hydrocarbon molecules increases as the mass of a hydrogen isotope increases.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the scene of plasma confinement of nuclear fusion, polycrys-
talline graphite and carbon fiber composite are used as divertor
plate and they experience the bombardment of hydrogen plasma.
Experiments have reported that the surfaces of the divertor tiles
were eroded and then hydrocarbon molecules were generated.
The hydrocarbon molecules are undesirable impurities in plasma
confinement and cause a problem of the deposition of carbon dust.
Thus, plasma–wall interaction should be understood in erosion
process. As a theoretical approach, molecular dynamics (MD) sim-
ulation has been used to clarify the erosion process from dynamics
in atomic scale.

A graphite material is supported by plural kinds of forces and it
has a hierarchic structure. The smallest level, that is one molecule,
is a sheet structure called graphene. The graphene consists of car-
bon atoms combined by sp2 covalent bonds. The next level of a
graphite material is single crystal graphite. The single crystal
graphite has a layer structure stacking graphenes to ‘ABAB’ or
‘ABC’ order. These graphenes are supported by interlayer intermo-
lecular forces. Last level of a graphite material is polycrystalline
graphite. The polycrystalline graphite consists of clusters of the
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single crystal graphite. The target of the present MD simulation
is the single crystal graphite. Then we need the model of two kinds
of forces, the force by covalent bond and the interlayer intermolec-
ular force.

We have developed methods to treat a graphite material with
hydrogen atom step by step. To represent the covalent bond, that
is here C–C, C–H and H–H bonds, we use the Brenner reactive
empirical bond order (REBO) potential from 2002 [1] where we
modified some parameters and functions related to potential en-
ergy curve between carbon and hydrogen atoms and numerical
accuracy in difference equation [2,3], which is here called a modi-
fied Brenner REBO potential.

Next, we have proposed a compatible potential model for the
interlayer intermolecular forces with the modified Brenner REBO
potential and then the single crystal graphite composed of graph-
ene layers can be treated in MD simulation [3].

A real graphite material has defects and edges. Because large
defects and large edges relate to the polycrystalline graphite, MD
has not been able to treat them yet. However, a vacancy in graphite
lattice can be regarded as the smallest defect and has the smallest
zigzag or armchair edges. In the present paper, we report the ef-
fects of vacancies in the single crystal graphite bombarded by
hydrogen atoms. Two kinds of vacancies, monovacancies and diva-
cancies, are treated. Moreover, injections of deuterium and tritium
are also tried and their differences in hydrocarbon production are
researched.
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2. Simulation method

The physical system treated by MD simulation is described
here. Incident particles were injected perpendicular to graphite
(0001) surfaces at intervals of 0.1 ps and the incident flux was
2.5 � 1030 atom/m2 s. To show the effect of hydrogen isotope, three
kinds of particles, hydrogen, deuterium and tritium atoms, were
prepared. We simulated at the incident energies 2–30 eV. We knew
that these incident energies causes different interactions between
a single graphene sheet and a single hydrogen isotopes in MD sim-
ulations [4,5]. Also in the dynamics of hydrogen atoms in layered
graphite, the incident energies of 5 eV, 15 eV and 30 eV brought
about adsorption on the top layer, reflection by the top layer and
intercalation between graphite layers. In the MD simulations, the
incident energy EI determined the initial momentum of the inci-
dent particle as

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2mEI
p

, where m was the mass of the incident par-
ticle, 1 u, 2 u and 3 u for hydrogen, deuterium and tritium atoms,
respectively. The initial x and y coordinates of the incident particle
were set at random. The initial z coordinate of the incident particle
was at a distance of 4.83 nm from the graphite surface.

The graphite of single crystal here consisted of eight layers and
had a structure of ‘ABAB’ stacking. The graphite (0001) surface
faced the positive z-direction. The layers were parallel to the x
and y surface. Each layer was graphene which consisted of 160 car-
bon atoms measuring 2.00 � 2.17 nm2. The size of the simulation
box in the x- and y-directions was equal to that of the graphenes
with periodic boundary conditions. The initial interlayer distance
of the graphite was 3.35 Å. The graphenes were numbered from
the surface, e.g. the first graphene. During the simulation, two car-
bon atoms of the eighth graphene were fixed to prevent the graph-
ite from moving. To investigate the dependence on lattice
vacancies, three kinds of graphites were treated. One graphite
had a structure of perfect crystal, and the others had monovacan-
cies or divacancies (see Fig. 1). In the graphite including vacancies,
each graphene layer had eight monovacancies or four divacancies,
hence, the two kinds of graphite including vacancies had same car-
bon density. The carbon atoms obeyed the Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution at 300 K initially.

In the present simulation, two kinds of potential models were
used to deal with chemical interaction at short distance and inter-
molecular interaction at long distance. Chemical interaction was
represented by the modified Brenner REBO potential [2,3], which
is created by the modification of the parameter and function on
the basis of the original Brenner REBO potential from 2002 [1].
In the potential models, the existence of a covalent bond was
judged by the distance between two atoms. C–C and C–H bonds
appear when a distance between atoms was less than 2.0 Å and
1.8 Å, respectively.
Fig. 1. The monovacancy (left) and the divacancy (right) in the graphene lattice.
Spheres indicate carbon atoms. Especially, white sphere is instable carbon atom,
which has only two covalent bonds.
We note the following important information. In the modified
Brenner REBO potential and the original Brenner REBO potential
from 2002, small potential barrier of 0.4–0.5 eV on the potential
energy curves (PECs) between a hydrogen atom and a graphene
surface at a distance 1.6–1.9 Å appears. This small potential barrier
causes the reflection of a hydrogen atom from a graphene surface
for the incident energy less than 1 eV [2]. However, the Brenner
REBO potential from 1990 [6] does not show the small potential
barrier.

The potential model should be checked against interaction
potentials from high-level quantum chemical methods. For this
purpose we compared the PECs between the carbon atom of an
infinite graphene layer and a hydrogen atom from the modified
Brenner REBO with PECs for coronene and pyrene model com-
pounds treated at hybrid B3LYP density functional theory (DFT)
and coupled-cluster CCSD(T) levels of theory. We employed Dun-
ning’s correlation-consistent cc-pVDZ basis set. It was found that
RCCSD(T)//B3LYP energies, which are computationally very expen-
sive, are surprisingly close to straightforward B3LYP energies,
which can be obtained at a fraction of the computational cost.
The modified REBO potential and ab initio and DFT calculations
agree that an entrance channel barrier of about 0.4–0.5 eV exists,
and the similarity of the PECs for both pyrene and coronene sug-
gest that the H–C interaction is very localized. These results will
be reported in greater detail elsewhere.

The interlayer intermolecular potential kept the interlayer dis-
tance of the graphite 3.35 Å and produced the ‘ABAB’ stacking. To
use the interlayer intermolecular potential with the modified Bren-
ner REBO potential, a special cutoff function is proposed. In an idea
of the special cutoff function, the interlayer intermolecular poten-
tial was valid at only the outside of a cone made centering on a
covalent bond. The details of the interlayer intermolecular poten-
tial and the special cutoff function were written in our previous pa-
per [3].

The second-order symplectic integration [7] was used to solve
the time evolution of the equation of motion; the time step was
5 � 10�18 s. The MD simulations were performed under the NVE
condition, in which the number of particles (N), volume (V), and to-
tal energy (E) were conserved, i.e. the temperature of the graphite
is not controlled.
3. Result

The MD simulation treated three cases of single crystal graphite
to investigate the dependency on vacancies. One was a graphite of
perfect crystal and the others were graphites including monovacan-
cies or divacancies.

When the hydrogen atoms were injected into the graphite of
perfect crystal, snapshots from the MD simulation illustrated the
layers of graphite was peeled off one by one from the surface (see
Fig. 2). This phenomenon is here called ‘graphite peeling’. Peeled
graphenes broke into small hydrocarbon molecules having mainly
chain structures and the layer structure of under graphenes was
maintained.

Before graphite peeling occurred, the hydrogen atoms retention
depend on the incident energy as follows. In the case of the incident
energy of 5 eV, hydrogen atoms were adsorbed by the first graph-
ene. In the case of 15 eV, hydrogen atoms mainly reflected by the
first graphene. In the case of 30 eV, intercalation of hydrogen atom
between the first and second graphenes occurred.

On the other hand, in the case of graphite including vacancies,
the intercalation of hydrogen atom occurred independently of
the incident energy. In addition, the graphite peeling is not clear
against to the case of perfect crystal. In other words, the peeled
graphene remained debris on the next graphene layer. The most



Fig. 2. (a) Snapshot of graphite peeling in case of the graphite of perfect crystal, and (b) snapshot of graphite peeling and amorphization in the case of the graphite including
monovacancies.
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Fig. 3. The numbers of interlayer bonds, which connects between the carbon atoms
from initially different layers.
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different point from the case of perfect crystal, covalent
bonds were created between under graphene layers. Namely, the
graphite including vacancies was amorphized by the hydrogen
bombardment.

To estimate the strength of this amorphization, we counted the
covalent bond created between the carbon atoms which were
members of different layers initially. Here this covalent bond is
called ‘interlayer bond’. The interlayer bond refers not only to
interlayer covalent bond but also to the covalent bonds which form
a molecule composed of carbon atoms from the different layers.
Fig. 3 shows the number of the interlayer bonds as a function of
elapsed time. The numbers of interlayer bond in the case of the
graphite including vacancies were larger than that in the case of
perfect crystal. Moreover, the number of interlayer bonds in the
case of the graphite including monovacancies was larger than that
in the case of the graphite including divacancies. Similar results
were observed in the other incident energy less than 5 eV.

We also investigated the hydrocarbon production. When a car-
bon atom moved into the position at a distance of 12 Å from the
initial graphite surface, it was here regarded as a detached carbon
atom, for instance that produced C2H2 is count as two detached
carbon atoms. Fig. 4 shows the total amount of detached carbon
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atoms nc as a function of elapsed time. The total amount of de-
tached carbon atoms nc increased linearly with the elapsed time
and it increase also as the incident energy increased. Using the lin-
ear increase of the total amount of detached carbon atoms nc with
the elapsed time, we fitted the total amount of detached carbon
atoms nc(t) to the following function of elapsed time t:

ncðtÞ ¼ /Sðt � t0Þ; ð1Þ

where S is the area of the graphite surface 2.00 � 2.17 nm2. The
coefficient / and the parameter t0 were regarded as a flux of de-
tached carbon atoms and the time at which the hydrocarbon pro-
duction starts, respectively. Fig. 5 showed that the flux of
detached carbon atoms increased linearly as the incident energy in-
creased. However, the flux of detached carbon atoms / was inde-
pendent of hydrogen isotopes. The time t0 decreased as the
incident energy increased (see Fig. 6). This results shows deuterium
and tritium atoms started detaching carbon atoms earlier than
hydrogen atoms.
Fig. 5. The flux of detached carbon atoms / as a function of incident energy. The
words ‘H’, ‘D’ and ‘T’ indicate hydrogen, deuterium and tritium atoms, respectively.
The words ‘mono’ and ‘di’ indicate the graphite including monovacancies and
divacancies, respectively.
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4. Discussions

In the case of the graphite of perfect crystal, graphite peeling oc-
curred. The graphenes, which was heated up by injection of hydro-
gen atoms, can move only to the above region because the
repulsive force of interlayer intermolecular potential prevents
them from approaching under graphenes. On the other hand, the
graphite including vacancies was amorphized. We consider that
the amorphization is caused by the following mechanisms. First,
the interlayer interaction does not occur in the region of a vacancy.
That is, a carbon atom in the next graphene layer facing to the va-
cancy experiences a weaker interlayer repulsive force than the case
of the graphite of perfect crystal and then it can approach the next
graphene layer. Seconds, carbon atoms around vacancy, which is a
sphere painted by white in Fig. 1, has only two covalent bonds. In
carbon system, the coordination number of 3 is more stable than
the coordination number of 2. Therefore, that the carbon atoms
around vacancy prefer to create covalent bond with a carbon atoms
in the next graphene layer when the graphene layers approach at
the region of vacancy. As a result, the graphite including the va-
cancy easily changes to an amorphous structure.

By comparison between the cases of graphite including mono-
vacancy or divacancy, we obtain the result that the graphite
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Fig. 4. Total amount of the detached carbon atoms from the graphite surface nc.
Though this figure shows only the case of the graphite including monovacancies,
the other cases of perfect crystal and divacancy show similar profiles.

0

incident energy. The words ‘H, ‘D’ and ‘T’ indicate hydrogen, deuterium and tritium
atoms, respectively. The words ‘mono’ and ‘di’ indicate the graphite including
monovacancies and divacancies, respectively.
including monovacancy is more easily amorphized than the graph-
ite including divacancy. From the above consideration, which is
that the carbon atoms around vacancy bring about amorphization,
we would like to focus attention on the number of the carbon
atoms around vacancy, whose coordination numbers are two.
Three carbon atoms whose coordination number is two exist
around a monovacancy, while four carbon atoms whose coordina-
tion numbers are two exist around a divacancy. However, the num-
ber of monovacancy is twice number of divacancy in the equal
density of carbon atoms. Consequently, the total number of the
carbon atoms whose coordination numbers are 2 in the graphite
including monovacancy is larger than that in the graphite includ-
ing divacancy. In our under standing, this facts caused stronger
amorphization to the graphite including monovacancy than the
graphite including divacancy.

Because chemical interactions are valid only at short range, the
hydrogen atom cannot interact chemically with two graphenes
simultaneously. The dynamics of hydrogen atoms in the graphite
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of perfect crystal was explained by three events on a single graph-
ene adsorption, reflection and penetration. The adsorption in the
first graphene at the incident energy of 5 eV and reflection by the
first graphene at the incident energy of 15 eV is the accordance
with the adsorption and reflection of a single graphene. In the case
of 30 eV, the hydrogen atom went through the first graphene,
which is similar to penetration in the single graphene, and the next
event is to rebound from the second graphene, which is regarded
as reflection due to the loss of kinetic energy of the hydrogen atom
during the penetration at the first graphene. Consequently, the
hydrogen atom was intercalated only when the incident energy
is higher than the potential barrier on a six-membered ring, which
is about 25 eV in the modified Brenner REBO potential.

In contrast, the MD simulation of the graphite including vacan-
cies shows the intercalation of hydrogen atoms in also low incident
energy (<15 eV). I would like to emphasize that intercalated hydro-
gen atoms are mostly located in the back of the first graphene. It is
likely that a hydrogen atom injected into the region around a va-
cancy causes easily back adsorption rather than penetration. This
process should be investigated from the study of a single graphene
and a hydrogen atom.

The flux of detached carbon atoms increased linearly as the inci-
dent energy increased shown in Fig. 5. Though the incident flux of
the MD simulations was larger than that of real experiments, the
linear increase of flux of detached carbon atoms with the incident
energy accorded with experimental results [8].

The dependence on hydrogen isotopes appears in estimation
the time t0 at which the hydrogen atom bombardment start gener-
ating hydrocarbon molecules. The time t0 decreases as the mass of
hydrogen isotope increases. Since this dependence stands out in
low energy incidence, it is reasonable to suppose that the other
dependences on hydrogen isotopes will appear in the case of low
incident energy and low incident flux used in experiments. If the
incident flux is low, the flux of detached carbon atoms / will also
depend on hydrogen isotope such as experiments. Anyway, to ful-
fill nuclear fusion, the dependence on deuterium and tritium
should be investigated by using the MD simulation. Immediate
task in the MD simulation is to develop new methods to treat low-
er incident flux.
5. Conclusion

The chemical erosion due to hydrogen isotopes onto graphite
surfaces was investigated by using the MD simulations with the
modified REBO and interlayer intermolecular potential models.
To show the effect of vacancies, the graphite of perfect crystal
and the graphite including mono- or divacancies were prepared.
The bombardment of hydrogen atoms into the graphite of perfect
crystal caused ‘graphite peeling’, while the bombardment into
the graphite including vacancies brought about amorphization.
Measuring the number of interlayer bonds, it was found that the
graphite including monovacancies experienced amorphization
more strongly than the graphite including divacancies. As the inci-
dent energy increased, the flux of detached carbon atoms increased
linearly. Tritium and deuterium atoms started producing hydrocar-
bon molecules earlier than hydrogen atom.
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